READING
Week commencing: 23.11.20

Year group: 5

Teacher: EK/RW

Monday – Cracking Comprehension
Teaching points
Introduce the text by asking your child what they know about myth stories. Ask your child to list features they might
find in a mythical story (mythical creatures etc). Ask your child to read the story ‘An Egyptian Myth’. Ask them to
underline or highlight any unfamiliar words and talk about their meaning together. Ask your child to read the story
again and then show your child how to find the answers to the questions and model writing the answers.
Questions
1. Look at the first paragraph. Find and copy five words that
explain when these events happened.
Trawling for
evidence

Language

•
•
•
•

2. In the first paragraph, what does the word “solitary” mean?
Private
Quiet
Single
Unsociable
3. Why did Set kill Osiris?

Trawling for
evidence

Resources
The story ‘The Egyptian Myth.’

Tuesday – Cracking Comprehension
Teaching points
Introduce the text and ask your child to recap what they know about fantasy stories. Ask your child to list features
they might find in a fantasy story. Ask your child to read the text ‘The Korean Myth’. Ask them to underline or
highlight any unfamiliar words and talk about their meaning together. Ask your child to read the story again and
then answer the questions below independently.
Questions
1.

From the first paragraph, find and copy four words that explain when these events
happened.

2.

Look at the paragraph beginning “So, he jumped and he flapped…”
What does the word “fringe” mean?
•
Centre
•
Edge
•
Heart
•
Nearby

3.

Write the name of the tree next to the excuse it gave not to help the bird.
“No, for you might eat my acorns!” ______________
“I never help strangers” _________________
“I have to take care of my branches” ____________

Trawling for
evidence

Language

Trawling for
evidence

Resources
The story ‘The Korean Myth’.

Wednesday – Book Talk – supported
Reading Lens

Feeling
You are thinking about character
feelings in the text.
Choose a reading book from home
and read the first two pages aloud.
Stop after the second page and talk
about what has happened so far in
the book thinking about character
feelings.
Write and complete this sentence:
A notable emotion in the text is….
Help your child to find the evidence
of emotion in the story.
Resources
Reading book from home

Text layout/structure
You are thinking about how the text
is laid out.
Activities
Continue your reading book from
home and read the next two pages
aloud. Stop after the forth page and
talk about what has happened
thinking about the text layout.

Navigating genres
You are thinking about the type of
genre of the story

Write and complete this sentence:
Some interesting layout features
are: …
Help your child to find the evidence
in the story of the layout.

Write and complete this sentence:
There are particular clues in this text
that show us we are reading…
Help your child to find evidence of
genre of the story.

Continue your reading book from
home and read the next two pages
aloud. Stop after the sixth page and
talk about what has happened
thinking about the genre.

Thursday – Book Talk - independent
Reading Lens

Feeling
You are thinking about character
feelings in the text.
Continue reading your book from
yesterday. Read the next two pages
aloud.
Stop after page eight and talk about
what has happened so far in the
book thinking about character
feelings.
Write and complete this sentence:
A notable emotion in the text is….
Encourage your child to find
evidence of emotion in their story
independently.
Resources
Reading book from home.

Text layout/structure
You are thinking about how the text
is laid out.
Activities
Continue reading your book from
yesterday. Read the next two pages
aloud.
Stop after page ten and talk about
what has happened so far in the
book thinking about the layout of
the text.
Write and complete this sentence:
Some interesting layout features
are: …
Encourage your child to find
evidence of layout features in their
story independently.

Navigating genres
You are thinking about the type of
genre of the story
Continue reading your book from
yesterday. Read the next two pages
aloud.
Stop after page twelve and talk
about what has happened so far in
the book thinking about the genre.
Write and complete this sentence:
There are particular clues in this
text that show us we are reading…
Encourage your child to find
evidence of the genre of the story
independently.

Friday – home reader
Teaching points
Ask your child to choose a book from home, it may be a story book, a poetry book, a non-fiction book, a comic or a
magazine. Enjoy reading and sharing their chosen book.
Activity
When your child is reading the text, ask them the meaning of certain words and question what is happening in the
text. When they have read for at least 30 minutes, ask your child to complete the book review below.

Resources
Reading book from home.
Book review.

WRITING
Week commencing: 23.11.20

Year group: 5

Teacher: EK/RW

Text for the week: Beowulf
Monday - INSET DAY
Teaching points

Discuss when the story of
Beowulf would have taken place.
Come up with a bank of time
adverbials e.g long ago, years
ago, centuries ago, many years
ago, a long time ago etc. Gather
a bank of negative adjectives to
describe a monster e.g terrible,
horrifying, dreadful, awful,
shocking, hideous, monstrous,
sinister
Pupils include time adverbial and
negative adjective.
Deepen the moment: Use
alliteration or plosives (harsh d, b
and p sounds) to emphasise the
dread and terror.
Resources

Show pictures of Grendel. Discuss
how you would feel if you came
face to face with a monster like
that. Gather a bank of verbs e.g.
terrify, petrify, horrify, shock, fill
people with dread.

Activities
Pupils to include synonyms for
terrify.
Deepen the moment: use an
adjective to describe the soldiers.

Show a picture of a banqueting
hall. Gather a bank of adjectives
to describe it e.g. great, grand,
magnificent, impressive, aweinspiring, striking majestic.
Gather a bank of prepositions
e.g. above, below, next to, beside,
amongst, around

Pupils to include an adjective and
preposition to describe the hall
and its location.
Deepen the moment: Add
brackets to give extra
information about the King.

Tuesday
Teaching points

Show Beowulf to 1:12.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/schoolradio/english-ks2-ks3-beowulf-part1/zfymxyc
Gather a bank of time adverbials e.g.
each night, every evening, after
sunset, at dusk. Preposition to
describe Grendel's location in the
swamp e.g. inside, under, next to,
below etc.

Show Beowulf 1:54 - 2:28.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/schoolradio/english-ks2-ks3-beowulf-part1/zfymxyc
Discuss what happens at a banquet
e.g. dancing, singing, eating. Discuss
what Grendel would be able to hear
from the swamp e.g. laughter,
giggling, shouting, cheering,
happiness, joy, songs, instruments,
whistles, flutes, lutes...
Activities

What could be smelt from
the banquet? Gather a
bank of ideas e.g. ox, pig,
smoke, fire. Discuss how
you feel when you're
hungry.

Pupils select a time adverbial and Add in three repetition for effect
preposition to use in their
phrases to show what Grendel
sentence.
could hear.
Deepen the moment: Add a
Deepen the moment: add
negative feeling to describe
negative adjectives which show
Grendel – seething with rage,
his feelings, e.g: wretched
blood boiled, hatred bubbled
laughter, sickening songs...
within...
Resources: Paper/pen/electronic device

Pupils add a simile into their
sentence.
Deepen the moment: Use a semicolon to link the aroma and his
feeling of extreme hunger.

Wednesday
Teaching points

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/schoolradio/english-ks2-ks3-beowulf-part1/zfymxyc
Watch Beowulf 2:48 to 3:00. Gather
a bank of time adverbials e.g. depths
of the night, middle of the night,
after the sun set, at dusk. Gather a
bank of precise verbs for Grendel
coming up to the banqueting hall
e.g. stalking, creeping, striding,
stomping.
Pupils to include a time adverbial
and precise verb in their sentence.

Discuss what Grendel left
behind after he attacked the
hall. Watch Beowulf to 3:08 3:46. Gather a bank of abstract
nouns that could have left
behind eg. fear, despair, panic...

Activities
Pupils to add two words to
describe what Grendel left
behind.

Gather a bank of adverbs to
begin the sentence with e.g.
reluctantly, unfortunately,
begrudgingly. What would be
left behind if the hall was
abandoned e.g. feast, animals,
cobwebs, spiders, dust, dirt,
spilled blood, limbs, deathly
silence, ghosts, silent memories,
decaying carcasses...

Pupils use an adverb and dash
in their sentence.
Deepen the moment: Add a
metaphor to describe the hall:
Its laughter was a distant
memory.
The once lively hall became a
deathly tomb.
No music. No laughter. Just
stillness. The hall was a cavern
of death.

Resources
Paper/pen/electronic device

Thursday
Teaching points

Watch Beowulf 2:48 to 3:00. Gather
a bank of time adverbials e.g. depths
of the night, middle of the night,
after the sun set, at dusk. Gather a
bank of precise verbs for Grendel
coming up to the banqueting hall

Discuss what Grendel left
behind after he attacked the
hall. Watch Beowulf to 3:08 3:46. Gather a bank of abstract
nouns that could have left
behind eg. fear, despair, panic

Gather a bank of adverbs to
begin the sentence with e.g.
reluctantly, unfortunately,
begrudgingly. What would be
left behind if the hall was
abandoned e.g. feast, animals,
cobwebs, spiders, dust, dirt.

e.g. stalking, creeping, striding,
stomping.

Pupils to include a time adverbial and
precise verb in their sentence.
Deepen the moment: use a metaphor

Activities
Pupils to add two words to
describe what Grendel left
behind.
Deepen the moment:
Use ellipsis

Pupils use an adverb and
dash in their sentence.
Deepen the moment:
Use short sentences to
add tense.

Resources
Paper/pen/electronic device

Friday
Teaching points
Experience day
Darken classroom. Show video clip of a storm at sea
https://www.youtube.com/ watch?v=AsD5u6k6dKI
Imagine how the soldiers would be feeling. They know Grendel is out there. What is the atmosphere like? How
are you feeling? What is making you feel that way? Show how the soldiers would be acting - huddled together,
whispered voices, limited movements…
Then play heroic music and Beowulf arrives through the door. How are you feeling now? Hopeful, safe, etc.
Activities
Children to act out the various scenarios. Freeze frame moments and discuss feelings of the soldiers.
Deepen the moment:
Challenge use of language when acting
Resources
Electronic device

MATHS
Week commencing: 23.11.20

Year group: 5

Teacher: EK/RW

Learning focus: Word problems / tables
Monday
Teaching points
• Ask your child to read the problem:
1. ‘Mrs Elliott and Mr Smith have £4686 altogether. Mrs Elliott’s share is twice as much as Mr Smith’s.
A) How much is Mr Smith’s share?
B) How much is Mrs Elliott’s share?
C) If Mrs Elliott spends £500 on a holiday, how much money does she have left?
• Draw a model relating to the question. There should be two parts for Mrs Elliott and one part for Mr Smith
e.g.
Mrs Elliott

Mr Smith
3 parts is £4686 so £4686 ÷ 3 = £1562
a) Mr Smith’s share is £1562
b) £1562 x 2 = £3124. Mrs Elliott’s share is £3124
£3124 - £500 = £2624. Mrs Elliott has £2624 left.
Activity
• P51 – solve the worded problems and show your working out.
• P52 - solve the worded problems and show your working out.
Resources
Pages attached

Tuesday
Teaching points
• Work through these questions with your child and use bar modelling to help solve the problem:
1. A youth group had £3756 for a camping trip. They saved £650 and spent the rest on 12 tents and some food for
the trip. The tents cost £205 each. How much did they spend on food?
2.Sophie had 1750 football stickers. Harry had 480 fewer football stickers than Sophie. Sophie gave some football
stickers to Harry. In the end, Harry had 3 times as many football stickers as Sophie.
A) How many football stickers did Harry have to begin with?
B) How many football stickers did Sophie have in the end?
3.Mr Smith has £1240 and Miss Brook has £4730.
Miss Brook gives some money to Mr Smith.
In the end, Mr Smith has twice as much money as Miss Brook.
A) How much money does Miss Brook have in the end?
B) How much money does Miss Brook give to Mr Smith?
Activity
• P53 – solve the worded problems and show your working out.
• P54 - solve the worded problems and show your working out.
Resources
Pages attached

Wednesday
Teaching points
Recap on bar-modelling methods taught earlier in the week.

Activity
• P55 – solve the worded problem using bar modelling
• P56 – solve the worded problem using bar modelling
Resources
Pages attached

Thursday
Teaching points
Ask your child to find out what the favourite colours are of people in their family – they could also ring people in
their extended family to ask them. Show your child how to make a tally chart for their information and remind them
that the tally mark for 5 goes across the other tally marks.
Activity
• P59 – complete the tally for the vehicles and write the totals in the table

Resources
Pages attached

Friday
Teaching points
Ask your child to find out the different heights of people in their family – they could also ring people in their
extended family to ask them. Show your child how to make a bar chart for their information and remind them that
they need to label the bottom of the chart (x axis) with the people and they need to label the side of the chart (y
axis) with the measurements.
Activity
• P60 – complete the table about pupil’s height and mass
Resources
Pages attached

Weekly planner
Week commencing: 23.11.20

Year group: 5

Teacher: EK/RW

Religious Education
Teaching points
Christians celebrate the birth of Jesus, the promised one, on 25 December. It is preceded by the season of Advent,
a time of preparation. It focuses on Jesus’ coming in history and encourages believers to prepare for the Christ
who comes each day. They also wait in joyful hope for Him to come in glory at the end of time.
Activities
Explain to your child about how much of life is about ‘waiting’. We wait every day for different things. Advent is
about waiting – waiting in hope for the promised One of God. Ask your child to write a set of instructions for
making an Advent Wreath explaining the symbolism and how lighting each candle on the wreath relates to
Christian belief in waiting hopefully during Advent.
Resources
Pen and paper

Science
Teaching points
Ask your child to recap what they know about the surface of the moon? Use the vocabulary: rocky, bumpy, dry,
dusty, full of craters.
Ask: How could you travel on the surface of the moon?
Using a moon buggy! (Lunar rover). Lunar rovers were used in the 1970s. They could carry one or two astronauts,
their equipment and lunar samples. They allowed astronauts to explore more of the moon.
Activities
Using your prior knowledge and through trial and error, your task is to design a moon buggy.
Think about how:
• The buggy must be light but sturdy with four wheels and resemble a moon buggy.
• It must be able to make the journey across the “moon”
Resources
Pen and paper

History/Geography/Art
Teaching points
Lesson 1 WOW hook: This LC will start with a simulated dig with children having to work out what certain artefacts
would have been used for. Cut out and laminate resources and put them into sand trays in the middle of each table.
Children to use paint brushes to brush away sand and talk together about what they think each artefact is and what
it was used for. Stick in front cover and children to draw picture for it. Children to complete what they know and
wonder page.
Lesson 2 https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/articles/zq2m6sg Children to take notes in jotters – put up vocabulary for
support. Add to what they know in purple pen. Activity – Create a fact file or information page based on the
information in the video (use template as guide but complete straight in book).
Activities
1. Simulated ‘archaeological dig’ to inspect Saxon artefacts.
Complete what I know/wonder.
2. Create a fact file or information page based on the information in the video (use template as guide but complete
straight in book).

Resources

SPELLING
Week commencing: 23.11.20

Year group: 5

Class: 5K/5W

Spelling rule this week: Adding the suffix -ion
Monday
Teaching
Re-read the information above about your spelling rule this week.
Read each sentence below and find the correct word that fits into the gap. Read all the sentences before
making a final decision.
Activity

Spelling rule this week: Adding the suffix -ion

Tuesday
Teaching
Re-read the information above about your spelling rule this week. Explain the spelling rule to somebody at
home.
Use the spelling cards below to test yourself with the spelling rule. Sort the words into hardest to spell on
the bottom of the pile and easiest to spell on the top. Then ask someone at home to read out the spelling
and you write it down. Look at the spelling and mark your answer. Correct it if you have spelt it
incorrectly.
Activity

Spelling rule this week: Adding the suffix -ion

Wednesday
Teaching
These are tricky words that do not follow a rule. Practise spelling these words at home. You can try writing them
in different coloured pens or pencils, pyramid spellings, make a wordsearch or using mnemonics.

Activity

recent
regular
reign
remember
sentence
separate

Spelling rule this week: Adding the suffix -ion (2)
Thursday
Teaching
Read the information below all about your new spelling rule.
Complete the dots and dashes task.

Activity

Unit 14: Adding the suffix -ion (2)
President Alpha
Gamma

Welcome, Earthlings! You are about to enter the Spelling Zone.
Our Star Speller for today is…Gamma!
Hello. Welcome back to the Spelling Zone. Today we are changing
more verbs into nouns by adding the suffix -i-o-n un.
Let’s do My turn/Your turn to say these verbs. I'll say them first, then
you say them.
extend
expand
tense
comprehend
revise
confuse
We can add -ion to these verbs ending in d or se to change them into
nouns ending in -s-i-o-n, shun.
My turn: shun.
Your turn.
If the verb ends in d we must swap the d for s before adding -ion to
make the ending -sion.
extend + sion = extension
Here's a sentence I made up using the verb ‘extend’ and the noun
‘extension’.
Dad wants to extend the kitchen; work starts on the extension next
week.
If the verb ends in se we must drop the e before adding -ion to make
the ending -sion:
tense + ion = tension
Ready for some word building? Off we go. Keep a look out for where
we change the root word before adding -ion.

verb

noun

expand
comprehend
extend
tense
revise
confuse

expansion
comprehension
extension
tension
revision
confusion

Sizzling sunspots! Here comes a Weird Word Warning:
Weird Word Warning
Beware! The verbs ‘attend’ and ‘intend’ do not follow the rule. They
each end in d but the d is swapped for a t before adding -ion:
attend attention
intend intention
Thank you for paying attention Earthlings. Goodbye.

President Alpha

You are about to leave the Spelling Zone. Take your new spelling
knowledge with you. Goodbye, Earthlings…

Spelling rule this week: Adding the suffix -ion
Friday
Teaching
Re-read the information above about your spelling rule this week.
A root word is a basic word with no prefix or suffix added to it (a prefix is a string of letters that go at the
start of a word; a suffix is a string of letters that go at the end of a word). Look at the table below and
write in the root word or prefix + root word for each of the words listed.
Activity

